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In summer 2012, the frequency range of the 28 MHz RHIC cavities has been measured at 27.92-28.18 MHz. Since this frequency range differs from the one quoted in Table 1 Abstract There have been several test runs of RHIC operations to explore the feasibility of luminosity production at low energies. There is considerable international interest in the possible existence of a QCD phase diagram critical point in the RHIC gold-gold collision energy range of √ sNN = 5 − 50 GeV [1, 2, 3] . This paper reviews the RF harmonic number constraints for RHIC goldgold collisions in this energy range, and concludes that optimal simultaneous collisions at both experiments are only feasible when the harmonic number is divisible by 9.
Harmonic Number Constraints
RHIC has two RF systems that operate at frequencies of about 28 MHz (injection and acceleration) and 7 × 28 = 196 MHz (storage). For low energy operations, typical total bunch lengths of 8-30 ns are much longer than the storage RF wavelength of 5 ns, so the storage RF is not used. In normal operations, the 28 MHz system frequency is defined to be exactly 360 times the beam revolution frequency. This factor of 360 is called the RF harmonic number h. For the nominal RHIC circumference C RHIC = 3833.845 m and Au injection total beam energy of E = 9.80 GeV/nucleon (β = 0.99547), the revolution period is t rev = 12.84 µs, and the RF frequency is f rf = 28.023 MHz.
The acceptable tuning range of the RHIC 28 MHz RF cavities is f rf = 28.0 − 28.17 MHz [4] . As the beam energy is lowered, the revolution frequency and RF frequency drop. Below E = 9.01 GeV the harmonic number must be raised to keep the RF cavities within their tuning range. At the lowest energy of interest, E = 2.5 GeV/nucleon, h = 387 gives an accessible RF frequency of f rf = 28.0847 MHz. A summary of RHIC harmonic numbers and permissible energy ranges based on the RF tuning constraint is given in Table 1 . The STAR and PHENIX experiment trigger clocks further constrain the harmonic number. The experiments currently require periodic clocks triggered every third bucket, or at the frequency hf rf /3. If hmod(3) = 0 (i.e. the harmonic number is divisible by 3 with no remainder), the experiment clocks will precess from turn to turn; this reduces their usable luminosity by a factor of three. We therefore at least require that hmod(3) = 0, as shown in Table 1 . Scenarios in which this constraint is loosened are described in the next section.
Since PHENIX and STAR are separated by 60 degrees of the RHIC circumference (so colliding bunch patterns are separated by 120 degrees), it was originally thought that the hmod(3) = 0 condition would be sufficient to imply collisions of both beams at both experiments. However, this is not the case.
To demonstrate this, we enumerate RHIC buckets in each ring as 0 − (h − 1), instead of the usual convention of 1 − h; the experiment trigger clock condition constrains usable beam to buckets 3k where k is an integer. Assume without loss of generality that blue bucket 3k b collides with yellow bucket 3k y at STAR. Then the same blue bucket 3k b collides with yellow bucket (3k y + h/3)mod(h) at PHENIX. Since hmod(3) = 0, the only way that this yellow bucket can contain beam that is acceptable to experiment triggers is if (h/3)mod(3) = 0 or hmod(9) = 0. Without this condition, each bunch can collide only once per turn at either STAR or PHENIX.
This constraint was a limiting factor in the 2008 low energy test run at √ s N N = 9.2 GeV, which used h = 366. Simultaneous collisions for both experiments were not feasible, and each store instead cogged all collisions at either STAR or PHENIX.
There are other fill patterns with harmonic numbers not divisible by 9 that distribute low energy collisions between both experiments. However, all of these suboptimally redistribute collisions, do not create conditions where any bunches encounter collisions at both experiments, and do not increase the overall facility delivered luminosity. This operating condition would also require a change to the beam sync clock configurations so PHENIX and STAR would have different clock phases with respect to bunch crossings at 4 o'clock.
Alternative Trigger Scenarios
The hmod(9) = 0 constraint comes from two sources: experiment trigger clocks and the geometrical phase between STAR and PHENIX. The latter would be prohibitively costly to change, requiring a chicane that lengthens the distance between STAR and PHENIX by at least one RF bucket.
What are the implications of loosening the experiment trigger clock constraint? This would permit beam in any bucket, and allow experiment triggers on collisions of any two buckets rather than only those divisble by 3. A simple near-optimal fill pattern is shown in Table 2 , where successive bunches are spaced by at least three buckets due to injection kicker constraints. 11) . . . . . . Table 2 : A sample fill pattern for h = 366 after eliminating the hmod(3) = 0 experiment trigger clock constraint. Numbers shown are colliding buckets in the blue and yellow rings, respectively. This fill pattern produces full luminosity at STAR and about 2/3 of full luminosity at PHENIX. Unfilled buckets colliding with filled buckets in PHENIX are shown in parentheses.
STAR
Collision clocking with this fill pattern requires either clocking every bucket or clocking asynchronously on every bunch crossing. Clocking on every bucket is infeasible, as it is too fast for existing experiment DAQs. Experiment DAQ experts are evaluating the feasibility of asynchronous clocking by bypassing DAQ PLLs, which currently halt runs whenever there is a clock phase jump and loss of PLL lock.
Conclusions
The tuning constraints of the RHIC RF, combined with STAR and PHENIX trigger constraints, directly impact the RHIC low energy program. Luminosities are reduced by a factor of three for collision energies with harmonic numbers not divisible by three, such as √ s NN = 15.15 − 18.0 GeV.
Fortunately these "blind spots" get smaller at lower energies. A stronger constraint arises from the combination of experiment triggers and geometry of the RHIC experiments. This constraint limits optimal collisions at both experiments only when the harmonic number is divisible by 9, or in CM energy ranges of √ s NN = 4.91 − 5.10 GeV, 5.81 − 6.15 GeV, 7.71 − 8.60 GeV, and above 18 GeV. Elimination of the experiment trigger constraint would allow full luminosity at one experiment and simultaneous 2/3 of full luminosity at the other experiment for all permissible energies.
